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Alibaba Cloud Performance Efficiency Pillar Overview:

The "Alibaba Cloud Performance Efficiency Pillar" course is meticulously designed to empower IT
professionals with the knowledge and skills to optimize cloud computing performance. This
comprehensive training delves into the core principles of cloud performance, focusing on Alibaba
Cloud's robust ecosystem, including Elastic Compute Service ECS Optimization, GPU Instances, ECS
Bare Metal Instances, and advanced container services like Elastic Container Instance ECI and
Alibaba Cloud Kubernetes Service ACK. Participants will explore Alibaba Cloud Storage Solutions,
mastering Block Storage Performance, Apsara File Storage NAS, Cloud Paralleled File Storage CPFS,
and Object Storage Service OSS. The course also covers Alibaba Cloud Database Services, Cloud
Networking Optimization, and essential security practices. Through real-time application monitoring
with CloudMonitor and understanding Cloud Service Trade-offs, attendees will learn to navigate the
complexities of cloud infrastructure, ensuring high performance and efficiency. This training is not
just about technical skills; it's about adopting a strategic approach to cloud performance, making it
ideal for professionals aiming for Alibaba Cloud Certification and those seeking to enhance their
cloud computing career.

 

Target Audience:

Cloud Architects
DevOps Engineers
IT Managers
System Administrators
Cloud Solutions Designers

 

Targeted Organizational Departments:

IT and Systems
DevOps
Cloud Solutions and Architecture
Technical Support and Operations

 

Targeted Industries:

Technology and Software Development
E-commerce and Retail
Finance and Banking
Healthcare



 

Course Offerings:

By the end of this course, participants will be able to:

Implement ECS and GPU instance optimization for peak performance.
Deploy and manage containerized applications using ECI and ACK.
Design and manage high-performance storage solutions with NAS, CPFS, and OSS.
Optimize cloud networking with VPC, Server Load Balancer, and Global Accelerator.
Conduct performance testing and real-time monitoring to ensure system efficiency.
Understand and apply cloud service trade-offs for cost-effective solutions.
Prepare for Alibaba Cloud Certification with advanced knowledge and skills.

 

Training Methodology:

The "Alibaba Cloud Performance Efficiency Pillar" course employs a dynamic blend of training
methodologies to ensure a deep understanding of cloud performance optimization. Participants will
engage in interactive sessions that include case studies of real-world scenarios, group work to foster
collaboration and knowledge sharing, and hands-on exercises in a lab environment to apply what
they've learned. Feedback sessions will provide valuable insights into progress and areas for
improvement. This approach ensures that attendees not only grasp theoretical concepts but also
gain practical experience in implementing Alibaba Cloud solutions for performance efficiency,
making use of tools like CloudMonitor and exploring the nuances of ECS, ACK, and cloud storage
solutions.

 

Course Toolbox:

Comprehensive course workbook
Access to Alibaba Cloud for hands-on labs
Performance optimization checklists and templates
Online resources for Alibaba Cloud services and best practices
Access to a community forum for ongoing support and knowledge exchange

 

Course Agenda:

Day 1: Introduction to Alibaba Cloud Performance Efficiency

Topic 1: Overview of Cloud Computing Performance Principles
Topic 2: Introduction to Alibaba Cloud and its Performance Efficiency Pillar
Topic 3: Elastic Compute Service ECS Optimization Techniques
Topic 4: Understanding GPU and ECS Bare Metal Instances
Reflection & Review: Discuss the day's learnings and key takeaways on ECS optimization.

 



Day 2: Container Services and Storage Solutions

Topic 1: Deploying Applications with Elastic Container Instance ECI and ACK
Topic 2: Alibaba Cloud Storage Solutions: NAS, CPFS, and OSS
Topic 3: Performance Optimization for Block Storage
Topic 4: Best Practices for Alibaba Cloud Function Compute
Reflection & Review: Review container services and storage solutions, emphasizing
performance.

 

Day 3: Database Services and Cloud Networking

Topic 1: Optimizing Alibaba Cloud Database Services
Topic 2: Cloud Networking Optimization with VPC and Load Balancers
Topic 3: Enhancing Connectivity with Global Accelerator and Express Connect
Topic 4: Security and Compliance in Cloud Networking
Reflection & Review: Reflect on database and networking optimizations and their impact
on performance.

 

Day 4: Monitoring, Testing, and Trade-offs

Topic 1: Implementing Real-time Application Monitoring with CloudMonitor
Topic 2: Alibaba Cloud Performance Testing Strategies
Topic 3: Understanding Cloud Service Trade-offs for Efficiency
Topic 4: Asynchronous Cache Techniques in Alibaba Cloud
Reflection & Review: Discuss monitoring, testing, and the importance of trade-offs in cloud
efficiency.

 

Day 5: Advanced Topics and Certification Preparation

Topic 1: Advanced Alibaba Cloud Services Workshop
Topic 2: Cloud Computing Skills Development and Career Advancement
Topic 3: Preparation for Alibaba Cloud Professional Certification
Topic 4: Enterprise Cloud Strategy and Performance Analysis
Reflection & Review: Final review and preparation strategies for Alibaba Cloud
certification.

 

How This Course is Different from Other Alibaba Cloud
Performance Efficiency Courses:

The "Alibaba Cloud Performance Efficiency Pillar" course stands out by offering a holistic approach to
cloud performance, combining technical depth with strategic insights. Unlike other courses, it covers
the entire spectrum of Alibaba Cloud's performance optimization capabilities, from ECS and GPU
instances to advanced networking and real-time monitoring. This course is designed with a hands-on
approach, allowing participants to apply what they learn in real-world scenarios, preparing them for



Alibaba Cloud Certification. With a focus on current industry challenges and the latest cloud
technologies, this training is essential for professionals looking to advance their careers in cloud
computing and organizations aiming to maximize their cloud investments.
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Where to
Find Us

Our Training
Cate gories

Gamified and
Interactive Training

You can join our training programs at
our centers located in

We also offer online training sessions
through the Zoom platform.

We understand that training delivery can be challenging, both online and

offline. To ensure engagement and achieve learning objectives, we have

developed our own activities and collaborated with industry-leading

solutions to gamify our training sessions. This approach increases

interaction levels and guarantees effective learning outcomes.

We cover a wide range of training categories to cater to different needs and interests
Branding, Marketing, Customer Relations, & Sales 
Programs
Finance and Accounting Programs
Human Resources Management Programs
Management & Leadership Programs

Political & Public Relations Programs
Project Management Programs
Quality & Process Management
Self-Development Programs

Join Agile Leaders today and embark on a transformative journey towards becoming a more agile and 
effective leader. Experience our customer-centric approach, actionable training, and guaranteed return on 
investment. Let us help you unleash your full potential in the dynamic business landscape.
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